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Acoustic measures

What acoustic measures reflect these various properties of creaky voice? Here we 
describe measures made by VoiceSauce [31], a free analysis program from UCLA [32]. Some 
measurements are of tokens re-synthesized (using the UCLA Voice Synthesizer [24]) from 
natural vowels by 8 speakers so as to have various combinations of properties of creak.

F0: Low in most creaky voice
 Important correlate of creaky voice in Hmong [9], Mixtec [14]
• The STRAIGHT pitchtracker [19] is fairly robust in the face of F0 irregularity. For our re-synthesized 

tokens with introduced jitter, this was the best pitchtracker in VoiceSauce (where it is the default). 
• Sun’s method [35] based on the Subharmonic-to-Harmonic ratio (SHR), also available in VoiceSauce,

is specifically designed to estimate a perceptual F0 in the face of subharmonics (see below), so is 
appropriate for some multiply pulsed creaky voice. It often gives higher F0s than other methods, however.

• Our re-synthesis indicates that a low-enough F0, around 50-60 Hz, by itself will sound creaky, without 
affecting H1-H2.

• Our re-synthesis also suggests that lowering the F0 can lower the Cepstral Peak Prominence (see below), 
and a very low F0 will cause a large increase in HNR 0-500Hz.

F0 regularity: Low in most creaky voice
 Correlate of creaky voice in Ju|’hoansi [28], Mazatec [12], Hmong [9], English [9,10,11]; Taiwanese [29]
• Often measured as jitter, or as SD of the F0. But voicing irregularity is perceived as noise, not distinct 

from other kinds of noise [24]. Therefore VoiceSauce does not measure jitter, but instead, spectral noise.
• Harmonic-to-noise ratios (HNR) across different frequency bands (0-500, 0-1500, 0-2500, 0-3500 Hz) 

by de Krom’s method [5], or normalized by Hillenbrand’s method (Cepstral Peak Prominence) [21]. 
• Low values indicate less strong periodic excitation relative to glottal noise – due either to ill-defined 

harmonics (e.g. with irregular F0) or to prominent glottal noise. 
• Our re-synthesis with introduced jitter resulted in lower Energy, HNRs, and CPP. At original F0s, 

harmonic amplitudes were not affected, but if F0 was also lowered, H1 measures decreased.

Multiple pulsing: A special kind of F0 irregularity in creaky voice
• Two periodicities give two sets of harmonics. Usually one set is stronger

and determines the perceived pitch; the other shows as subharmonics.
• Spectrum shown here has F0 ~120 Hz, subharmonics between 

harmonics of the F0
• Sun’s Subharmonic-to-Harmonic ratio (SHR) measures the strength 

of the subharmonics; creaky voice tends to have more subharmonics so higher values [35].

Glottal constriction: H1-H2 is lower in most creaky voice
 Correlate of creaky voice in Zapotec [2,8], Ju|’hoansi [28], Mazatec [4,12], Hmong [1,9], English [13], 

Trique [7], Taiwanese [29], and of constricted tense voice in Mpi [4], Chong [6] and Yi languages [26]
• Differences in amplitudes of harmonics reflect phonation quality; H1-H2 is the most commonly used 

harmonic amplitude measure [17].
• H1-H2 reflects glottal constriction/open quotient, as long as there is no posterior glottal gap [25], with 

lower values meaning more constriction. 
• While most creak has lower values of H1-H2, non-constricted creak is notable for its higher values [e.g.  

11, 13, 23]
• Our re-synthesis suggests that a smaller H1-H2 also increases HNR measures (i.e. lowers noise).

Other spectral slope measures: Stronger higher-frequency harmonics in most creaky voice
 Correlates of creaky voice in Mazatec [4,12], English [11], Zapotec [8], Trique [7]
• Creaky voice usually has strong higher harmonics, and thus smaller values of most harmonic difference 

measures. VoiceSauce includes several other harmonic difference measures: H1-A1, H1-A2, H1-A3, H2-
H4, H4-H2k, H2k-H5k.

Damping: Slightly higher HNR values
• In a small dataset of naturally-occurring fry vs. modal tokens, the various HNR measures were 2-6 dB 

higher in the fry tokens, presumably reflecting sharper, clearer harmonics
• Harmonic amplitude difference measures were also different, as for other constricted creak (fry < modal)
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Creaky voice differs acoustically from modal voice, breathy 
voice, and other phonation types, on several acoustic 
measures. Different acoustic measures capture different 
characteristic properties of creaky voice.

Vocal fry:
• Low F0
• Regular F0
• Constricted glottis
• Highly-damped pulses – this property, due in 

part to low F0, makes individual pulses separately 
audible and enhances the low F0 property Waveform of vocal fry

(Gerratt & Kreiman 2001)

Multiply pulsed voice: 
• Alternating longer and shorter cycles
• Multiple or indeterminate F0
• Constricted glottis
• Percept of roughness
• See [16] for review

Glottal areas over time (Whitehead et al. 1984)

Fry

Double-
pulsed

Triple-pulsed

Tense/pressed voice:
• Mid or high F0
• Regular F0
• Constricted glottis
• E.g.: Mazatec “creaky” voice 

with high tone [12] – example 

Prototypical creaky voice has these properties:
• Low rate of vocal fold vibration (F0)
• Irregular F0
• Constricted glottis: vocal folds are close together, with a 

small peak glottal opening and a long closed phase, and so 
glottal airflow is low
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Aperiodic voice:
• Beyond irregular - no periodicity
• No perceived pitch
• Noisy
• Glottal state - ?

Non-constricted voice (called “Slifka voice”): 
• Low F0
• Irregular F0
• Spreading, not constricted, glottis
• Higher airflow through glottis (mildly breathy)
• Conditions for voicing are not ideal
• Documented by Slifka [33,34] - airflow rises 

as subglottal pressure falls
• Seen utterance-finally Version of Fig. 6.18A in Slifka 

2000, from Hanson et al. 2001

There are other kinds of creaky voice with some but not all of these 
properties [e.g. 3,15,16, 20, 27, 30]:

Kinds and properties of creaky voice

Summary: Types of creaky voice

Prototypical creaky voice can be distinguished acoustically by its low F0, by its 
irregular F0 (which results in lower values of various harmonic-to-noise 
measures), and by its lower H1 and H1-H2. Just one or two of these prototypical 
properties apparently suffices to make a sample sound creaky. Some kinds of 
creak have opposite patterns from the prototypical. Thus there is no single best 
acoustic measure for creaky voice, and no single required pattern of measures 
for identifying creak. Instead, different patterns of measures point to different 
sub-types of creak.
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